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Ephesians 4:11-16
 11And









he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets;
and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and
teachers;
12For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of
the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ:
13Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect
man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness
of Christ:
14That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to
and fro, and carried about with every wind of
doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning
craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;
15But speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him
in all things, which is the head, even Christ:
16From whom the whole body fitly joined together and
compacted by that which every joint
supplieth, according to the effectual working in the

OVERVIEW – Part I
This part of the seminar is designed to
aide and provide leaders with basic
leadership principles, strategies and
methods on developing an efficient and
excellent biblical and reliable leader with
Spiritual Integrity!

The Definition of Leaders
INFLUENCE


Everyone influences someone. We never know who or how
much we influence. The best investment in the future is a
proper influence today. Influence is a skill that can be
developed. Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into
reality. A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way and
shows the way. Success for leadership … knows the great art
of directing others without their noticing it.

Leaders Must Be Determined and
Developed:


Good leadership responds effectively to the need for more
leaders and workers. In the early church no one took a vote to
determine the identity of these people. The apostles had
specific qualifications in mind for the leaders they
wanted, and chose men who were…..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Possessed with spirituality
Known from their sphere of influence
People who could serve on a team
Trusted among people
Empowered for the task
Competent
Responsible

Truly Effective Leaders
Will:










Lead, not merely manage
Lead by example
Develop future leaders
Light new fires
Spend time praying, fasting, dreaming
and, planning
Do ministry through others
Make biblical correct decisions

The Savior’s
Example


Our Savior, Jesus Christ, has set the perfect example for
members to follow as leaders in their families and in the
Church. He loved His Father and loved the people He
served. He lived to serve others, lifting the downtrodden
and giving hope to the discouraged.



Jesus understood His calling and was prayerful and
diligent in fulfilling it. He always did His Father‟s will and
gave Him the glory, seeking none for Himself. He
sacrificed everything for mankind, giving His life on the
cross and atoning for the sins of all people.



As leaders follow the Savior‟s example, He will increase
their ability to do His work. He will inspire them to know
what they should say and do. Leaders will truly become
His fellow servants in building the kingdom of God. They
will become students of the scriptures, learn the doctrines
and principles of the gospel, and strive to teach them to
those they serve.

Character Traits of
Leaders


Salvation




A spiritual leader must first demonstrate a true example of God‟s
Word and receive salvation as the scripture commands. Salvation
is something past, something present, and something future: a past
fact, justification; a present process, sanctification; a future
consummation, redemption and glory. Deliverance from the power
and dominion of sin according to Acts 2:38.

Faith


During His mortal ministry, the Savior admonished His disciples to
exercise faith (see Matthew 17:14–21; Luke 8:22–25). Leaders in the
Church must have faith that Jesus Christ is our Savior and
Redeemer. They develop this faith through prayer, scripture study,
obedience, and repentance. As we nourish the seed of faith, it will
grow within us and bear fruit that is most precious and sweet.



Love


The Savior said: “A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love
one another; as I have loved you, that ye also love one another. By this
shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to
another” (John 13:34–35). Leaders should love the people for whom the
Lord has given them responsibility. As leaders love the people, they
will want to serve them, teach them, and help them work for their
salvation.



In the world, people seldom think of leaders as servants. But the Savior
taught by His words and example that leaders should serve the people
they lead. He told the Twelve, “Whosoever will be chief among
you, let him be your servant” (Matthew 20:27). When we serve others, we
are serving the Lord (see Matthew 25:31–40).



Obedience


Jesus Christ set the perfect example of obedience and submission to our
Heavenly Father‟s will (see Matthew 26:39; John 5:30). Leaders need to obey
the Lord‟s commandments so they can set an example for others and be
worthy to receive guidance from the Holy Ghost. Obedience shows
love for the Lord (see John 14:15).



The Lord‟s commandments are revealed in the scriptures, through
Church leaders, and through the promptings of the Holy Spirit. As
leaders obey these commandments, the Lord will help them fulfill their
callings.



Unity


In His great intercessory prayer, the Savior prayed that
those who believe in Him might be one, even as He and His
Father are one (see John 17:20–23). Unity is essential for
success in every organization of the Church. Auxiliary
presidents should not work independently of their
respective Pastors. As Apostolic Leaders, we can
accomplish much more when we are unified and counsel
together.



Sacrifice


A rich young man asked the Savior what he must do to inherit eternal
life. “Keep the commandments,” the Lord told him. The young man
said he had kept the commandments from his youth, then asked, “What
lack I yet?” Jesus, knowing what was in his heart, told him to sell his
possessions, give to the poor, and come follow Him. But the young
man “went away sorrowful: for he had great possessions.” (See Matthew
19:16–22.)



In this incident, the Lord teaches that leaders must be willing to
sacrifice all things in following Him. Like the rich young man, leaders
may be called on to sacrifice their possessions, or they may be asked to
sacrifice their time, talents, and personal pursuits to further the Lord‟s
work. As leaders sacrifice for the Lord and His kingdom, He promises
to bless them in all things (see Matthew 19:29).

Servant Leadership
Servant leadership is at the heart of Christian leadership. Servant Leadership
is different from servant-hood. All Christians, not just leaders, are called
to be servants, serving each other, following Jesus' example in washing
his disciples' feet, and loving our neighbors as ourselves. Along with that
call to servanthood is the need we each have to allow ourselves to receive
from Jesus, just as he washed his disciples feet.
When Peter protested, Jesus told him, 'Unless I wash you, you have no part
with me.' (John 13:8).
What underpins servant leadership is the motivation behind our actions as
leaders. If personal desire was the sole decision criteria, Jesus would
have chosen not to go through the pain and suffering on the cross. In the
garden at Gethsemane, Jesus prayed, 'Father if you are willing take this
cup from me, yet not my will, but yours, be done.'(Luke 22:42). The
weight of the burden of taking, not only our guilt, but also our sins
themselves, had become too heavy. Even at this point, Jesus could have
gotten up and walked away. Jesus' leadership modeled servant
leadership throughout his ministry.

This will require us also to set aside personal gain, to make sacrifices, and to
put the needs of others above the direction we may prefer for ourselves.
You've probably met people who are highly career minded, people whose
main motivation is to get themselves in a position where they will gain
some reward. This is the complete opposite of the leadership Jesus
demonstrated.
Some may suggest that servant leaders are weak. However, nothing could be
further from the truth. They model integrity, where their thoughts, words
and actions flow from a consistent desire. The word integrity comes from
the Latin word meaning 'whole' or 'complete,' as in integer, or whole
number. One of the biggest reasons for leaders losing the respect of their
followers is that the lack true integrity where their private lives and
thoughts do not match their public statements, or that they are inconsistent,
adopting principles that are popular and appropriate to the moment, rather
than sticking to their underlying, but potentially unpopular, principles.
Maintaining integrity is not always easy!

Servant leadership is not a particular style of leadership, but rather relates to
the motivation behind a leader's thoughts, words and actions. Leaders can
fit into any of the six leadership styles described by our leadership style
indicator, and may still be very much a servant leader. Servant leaders are
not leaders on the basis of their position or leadership role, but rather lead
according to their calling, vision and principles. One of the challenges for
servant leaders is to ensure that their vision and principles are in line with
others in their church leadership, and, therefore it is highly important for
them to engage with others to develop a common vision and shared values.

While serving others as the heart of leadership may not appear easy, it is
perhaps in one sense easier for a leader to be consistent with the vision and
values that they hold for themselves, rather than always seeking to live up
to an image, to constantly seek opportunities to sell themselves, or to be
forever trying to read the political signals sent out by others.
A result of being broken in the right place, in the soul, yields a leader with the
heart of a servant. Just as leadership is a relationship versus something a
leader does -- servant leadership is a type of relationship process. It is a
relationship whereby a group of people choose to serve each other in
unique roles. Servant leadership is about a group of people mutually
submitting to each other for the purpose of achieving something they could
not achieve alone.

The way one tells a servant leader from a manservant leader may be different
than many people perceive. A servant leader can still be
strong, dynamic, animated, and outgoing. During times of intense crisis, a
servant leader may be very boisterous and even dramatic. The leader may
be seen with a whip in hand, clearing the temple, or challenging nay-sayers
with their own sins and hypocrisy.
We must get beyond the idea that a servant leader is a wimp, someone who
really cannot lead dynamically; and, therefore backs down to contrary
pressures. A manservant leader may be less outgoing, more docile, and
even more sedate. Try to avoid stereotypes and personality idiosyncrasies
in understanding servant leading. What makes a leader a servant leader is
not temperament, strength, or energy. What makes a leader a servant
leader is, first and foremost, the type of motivation in the leader. When the
motivation of the leader is to unleash the potential of the followers and
primarily benefit the needs of the Body of Christ, that person is a servant
leader.

A person who is not a servant leader will tend toward more mixed motives in
leading, striving to lead out of pride, manipulation, and force. Servant
leaders understand that means to ends are just as important as ends. A
person can feign servant-hood by claiming that the goals of the church are
for the benefit of all involved; and, that whatever it takes to reach those
goals is justified. Each of us know pastors who would claim to be serving
the people and would consider themselves servant leaders, but who go
about reaching church goals via manipulation, using people, and who
privately exemplify a very prideful attitude.

Unselfish servant leadership refuses to rest on the inherent power of a position
and desires to empower and release others for ministry. Servant leadership
focuses on the needs and growth of those being led, not the needs of those
who are leading.

How does the responsible Christian leader approach leadership? A
bewildering array of leadership techniques and principles are available for
contemporary Christian leaders. Bolstered by success in various leadership
environments, some of these methods may seem attractive. Leaders may
reason that since a certain leadership approach works, it must be good.
Pragmatism can win the day.
Most Christian leaders are aware of the principles, values, and methods that
have been accepted in the bustling marketplace of diverse leadership
practices and theories. We must not forget, however, that Scripture offers a
leadership model that should be the linchpin for leadership within the body
of Christ. This biblical brand of leadership is uniquely expressed through
what is called the servant attitude of the leader — the desire to enrich and
enhance the lives of those being led through unselfish servant-hood.

This overarching model of biblical leadership is expressed through an
authentic humility that serves others and leads them to become servants, as
well. During the last three decades, this leadership style expressed through
servant-hood has been called servant leadership. The term “servant
leader” was created and popularized in the early 1970s by Robert K.
Greenleaf. Inspired by the vision of Greenleaf, other contemporary writers
have produced an appreciable body of literature embracing servant
leadership as a means for renewing institutions and creating a more caring
and compassionate society.
As a leadership model, servant leadership has crossed many boundaries and
has been applied in universities, health-care organizations, and foundations.
When applied to the Christian leader, servant leadership is characterized by
authentic service that prioritizes the enrichment and enhancement of those
served. The test for Christian servant leadership is the progressive spiritual
health, freedom, and autonomy of those served. Servant leadership focuses
on the needs and growth of those being led, not the needs of those who are
leading.

Leadership models that are oriented toward power and control continue to be
problematic for the church. Power-oriented leadership laden with
posturing, protectionism, cynicism, and adversarialism, may contribute to a
low-trust ministry environment in which leadership effectiveness is
marginalized. On the other hand, wise church leaders will revisit the
teachings of Jesus and other New Testament writers and allow their
perspectives to bring refreshing insights to the ministry of leading the
church.

BIBLICAL FOUNDATIONS
FOR SERVANT LEADERSHIP
Those who practice servant leadership discover the
overwhelming job of developing and equipping the
diversity that exists within the body of Christ. (1 Corinthian 12)


The concept of servant leadership emerges from the teaching of Scripture
concerning the individual as servant of God. The concept of servant has
roots in the Old Testament. The Hebrew „eved’ was originally applied to a
slave, but came to mean a trusted servant. This term was often applied to
those who did a work for a ruler or God. Kings and prophets were often
called servants of the Lord (2 Samuel 3:18; Isaiah 20:3; and Ezekiel 34:23, 24).



Isaiah painted vivid pictures of servants who, through serving God, serve
others (42:1–4; 49:1–6; 50:4–9; 52:13 through 53:12). Contextually, Isaiah‟s
servants have three levels of identification: {a} the nation of Israel serving
God; {b} a godly and faithful remnant who served God in difficult times;
and {c} the Messiah who would become the suffering servant.


1) These examples from Isaiah clearly confirm that the fundamental
spirit of the biblical servant first embodies a deep and intense feeling of
serving God. Through mediating the covenant and bringing others into
God‟s will, biblical servants had a consuming desire to flesh out
essential service to God through ministry to the world around them
(Isaiah 52:7–11)



2) Formationally speaking, biblical servants first anchor themselves in
service to God and stand ready to serve and lead others, if called.



Jesus‟ use of the term servant (diakonos) clearly communicated with His
disciples. They knew the word emphasized the service given on behalf of
others. The term also carried the idea of deep devotion. Influenced by the
conventions of the day, the disciples were probably puzzled by this crucial
lecture on how to climb the leadership ladder. Others serve leaders, they
reasoned, but Jesus literally turned this thinking upside down. True leaders
are devoted to service that focuses on the needs, personal growth, and
happiness of others. In time, the disciples would recognize that Kingdom
leadership was not about climbing the ladder, but serving at the bottom.

Power-oriented leadership laden with posturing, protectionism, cynicism,
and adversarialism may contribute to a low-trust ministry environment in
which leadership effectiveness is marginalized.


Jesus‟ view of the leader as a servant stretches itself across two millennia
and informs the church of the 21st century. Jesus‟ servant-leader concept
brazenly defies modern concepts of power, authority, and control as the
highest expressions of effective leadership. His concept of the leader as a
servant reveals a pattern of leadership that embraces deep humility,
disregards personal agendas, and puts others first.



The New Testament clearly indicates that Jesus‟ servant teaching caught
fire with His disciples. The Book of Acts reveals a caring church in which
leaders and followers expressed a mutual and active servant-hood toward
one another (Acts 2:42–47; 4:32–37). The leadership in the Early Church chose
to follow Jesus‟ example. Deep humility, a sense of sacrificial service to
others, and a willingness to suffer hardship marked these leaders as they
emulated Christ‟s self-imposed humiliation and servant-hood (Philippians
2:4–16; 1 Peter 2:21–25).



The attitudes and behaviors of New Testament leaders allowed them to lead
by example and principle (1 Peter 5:1–4). As servants, leaders understood
the importance of training others to serve the body of Christ through their
personal gifts and ministries (Ephesians 4:11–13; 1 Peter 4:8–11).

A TEMPLATE FOR
CONTEMPORARY SERVANT
LEADERS
Lifestyle of the Servant Leader


The servant leader first serves. In practical terms, the servant
leader places a strong emphasis on doing. Teaching and
leading by principle is never enough. The servant leader is
available, willing to minister within a moment‟s notice.
Servant leadership is a practical and applied art that finds
creative expression in the varied life situations of others.
Consequently, servant leadership creates and implements
ministries that actively respond to the deep and significant
needs of the culture.

Attitudes of the Servant Leader
 Positions of leadership often confer upon servant leaders more
power over others than warranted. The subtle temptations of
power and position led first-century leaders to challenge
emerging leaders to live lives of humility and service.
Addressing his fellow pastors, the Apostle Peter outlined the
pristine attitudes that characterize servant leaders. Often
ignoring the inherent power of a position, a biblically based
leader focuses on demonstrating a genuine concern for people
through tenderly serving them, modeling the spirit and
attitudes of Christ. In essence, servant leaders are caring
shepherds who lovingly protect and nurture those under their
care. And if required, would bleed and die for the welfare of
their flock (1 Peter 5:2–4).

Servant Leaders Empower Others


Unselfish servant leadership refuses to rest on the inherent
power of a position and desires to empower and release others
for ministry. The servant leader does not hold back gifted
people in a spirit of insecurity. Born aloft by the unselfish
spirit of Christ, the servant leader is not happy unless others are
soaring. Fired by the vision of creating other servants, the
servant leader is dedicated to equipping and liberating others to
fulfill God‟s purposes in their lives and find meaningful
expressions of Christian ministry through servant-hood.

A Servant Leader Develops Servant Churches




Those who practice servant leadership discover the
overwhelming joy of developing and equipping the diversity
that exists within the body of Christ. Over time, this
productive practice of developing other believers for servantoriented ministry becomes the bedrock for creating the serving
church.
Servants birth servants. Consider Jesus and the twelve
disciples He selected to be with Him. This special group of
twelve exhibited a high level of diversity. From this diversity
flowed leadership who developed and equipped the Early
Church in a manner reminiscent of their personal development
under Jesus. What Jesus taught them, they taught and
demonstrated to others. In this manner, the Early Church
became a serving church.



The attitude of servant-hood in leadership made the Early
Church an amazing community for its time. Continuing the
quest of Jesus‟ vision to build an abiding community of
faith, the vision of the Early Church embraced and served all
that came under its care. The point -- men were the apostles
and leaders of the church; and, servant leaders created a
serving church.



Against the norms of the culture, the church became a place
where social and class barriers were condemned and people
were taught to love and serve one another in equality (James 2:5–
9,14–18; Romans 12:7–10). The disenfranchised and deprived found
a home in the church. The practical needs of all the people
mandated a sensitive and caring approach from leadership (Acts
6).

The Servant Leader Interprets the
Christian Life


The call to servant-hood is the call to do many things. Poling
and Miller contend that ministry is leadership that is called and
trained to serve the community of faith in its local activities
and its outreach to the world. They envisioned community
formation taking place within an atmosphere where varied
ministry skills are practiced, and leadership models a
willingness to do many things to interpret its life to the world.
Together, leader and followers prayerfully generate ideas and
strategies that release the local church to serve the needy
around them.



The call for leadership to serve finds deep roots in one of
Jesus‟ final gestures toward His disciples. Only hours before
His crucifixion (John 13), Jesus washed His disciples‟ feet (the
act of a servant). This event reflected the full extent of His
love for them. This servant-gesture sealed the meaning of
Christian love and ministry in the minds of the disciples.
What they experienced was a call of service to others. It was
an example for them and all those who follow in their
footsteps. Serving is not just another way to lead. It is
leadership according to Jesus. It must be heeded.

Overview - Part II
This part of the seminar is designed to
provide leaders with basic leadership
principles, strategies and methods in the
performance of their duties as efficient and
excellent biblical and reliable leaders with
Spiritual Integrity!

Leadership Tasks: Setting
Goals
Leaders learn that seeking direction from the Lord prayerfully


about what He wants them to do is essential in their callings.
Setting goals, with the guidance of the Spirit, will help them
do the work the Lord has given them.


When setting a goal, a leader needs to plan how to reach it.
For example, a district president may set a goal to increase
attendance at sacrament meetings in the district. His plan
might include asking the branch presidents to invite all branch
members to commit themselves to attend sacrament meetings.



Leaders can encourage members to set and reach personal
goals. Leaders may suggest goals for individuals, but they
should set their own goals and make plans to reach them.

Planning and Delegating


The following steps will help both priesthood and auxiliary
leaders plan meetings, activities, service projects, and goals for
doing the Lord‟s work; and can be useful in fellowshipping
members and friend-shipping nonmembers. These steps will
help leaders organize Home Teaching and Relief Society
visiting teaching, and will help priesthood leaders in calling
members to serve in branch positions.



1. Plan and Organize: Leaders plan all meetings,
activities, and goals to have a gospel purpose. In making
these plans, leaders ask others, such as their counselors, to
share ideas and help with organization.



2. Pray: Leaders pray for guidance through the
promptings of the Spirit as they make and implement plans.
They also pray for guidance to know whom they should
call to help with the work.



3. Delegate: A good leader invites others to help because he
knows he cannot and should not do everything himself. He
delegates to help others enlarge their abilities by giving them
experience. He explains the plan to them. He then delegates
(assigns) specific tasks to each person, explaining the duties
and blessings of accomplishing the task.



4. Help and Support: After a leader plans, prays, and
delegates, he supports those to whom he has delegated
responsibility. He teaches them what they need to know and
offers to help, but does not do the tasks he has asked them to
do. He expresses his love and confidence and encourages
them to use their own ideas and inspiration rather than
insisting that things always be done his way. He redirects
them or has them change what they are doing only when
necessary.



5. Follow Through: After giving an assignment, a leader
periodically asks for a progress report. He may do so in a
casual conversation, during a meeting, or in a private
interview. During the report, the leader thanks the person and
gives sincere praise and encouragement. He also may discuss
how the assigned work could be done better.



6. Evaluate: When the assigned work is finished, the leader
evaluates it with each assigned person. He expresses thanks,
discusses the value of what has been done, and may give the
person another assignment.

Preparing an Agenda
An agenda is a plan for a meeting. It may include prayers,
hymns, talks, announcements, business, reports on
assignments, new assignments, and other significant items. A
written agenda helps a leader make sure the most important
matters are considered and helps ensure that the meeting time
is used wisely. It also helps him direct the meeting in an
orderly manner.

The person who presides or is in charge usually prepares the
agenda. He or she ensures that it includes everything
necessary to accomplish the purposes of the meeting. The one
who prepares the agenda determines how much time each
agenda item should take. If too little time is available to
discuss all of the items, he or she puts some of them on the
agenda for the next meeting.

Conducting Meetings
The person who conducts a meeting acts as the leader of that
meeting. He or she announces the names of those who will
pray, speak, lead the music, and do other things in the meeting.
The one conducting the meeting should be reverent and should
conduct the meeting as guided by the Spirit of the Lord.
The person who presides at the meeting may conduct it or may
ask someone else to conduct it under his or her direction. For
example, a branch president may ask one of his counselors to
conduct a sacrament meeting, or a quorum president may ask
one of his counselors to conduct a quorum meeting. The same
principle holds true for auxiliaries.

Councils
The Lord governs His kingdom by the principle
of councils. Those conducting council
meetings should apply the following important
principles:


Focus on gospel doctrines and principles, not speculative
matters.



Focus on individuals and how to strengthen them in the
gospel, remembering to always keep confidential information
safely guarded.



Promote free and open expression, giving all a chance to be
heard. Leaders must listen as well as speak.



Sustain and help carry out the decisions of presiding leaders.



Lead with love and a caring concern for the needs and wellbeing of all.

Keeping Confidences
Leaders must not reveal confidential information to
anyone, whether it comes up in formal interviews or informal
conversation. Information resulting from interviews and
confessions; and such information as the amount of tithing and
donations a person pays, must be kept completely confidential.
A leader must not discuss private matters about a person with
others, including counselors and spouse, unless the person
gives permission. A leader who is careless about keeping
confidential matters strictly confidential can weaken the
testimonies and faith of those he or she serves and diminish
their trust and confidence in him or her.

Keeping Confidences: Scripture
References








1 Chronicles
28:8-10
1 Peter 5:1
Romans 12:8
St. John 4:24
Acts 6:3-5
Galatians 4:9








Nehemiah 6:15
Ephesians 6:67
Malachi 3:6
Daniel 6:3-4
Isaiah 55:3

What a Leader of Excellence
Should Know
Who am I?
He/She must personally know their calling, spiritual gifts, his/her
personality, his/her unique strengths and weaknesses!

Who are my people?
He/She must know their spiritual gifts, their strengths, their
weaknesses, their desires, and their burdens!

What is the uniqueness of the community in which
my church serves?
He/She needs to identify cultural traits, special problems and needs,
population statistics, dominant religious affiliations, and so forth!

Climbing the Steps of
Leadership

The higher you go,
the longer it takes.
The higher you go,
the higher the level of commitment.
The higher you go,
the more humble you become.
The higher you go,
the greater the growth.

You never leave the base level!

The Law of Navigation: PLAN
AHEAD
P – Predetermine your course of
action
L – Lay out your goals

A – Adjust your priorities
N – Notify key personnel
A – Allow time for acceptance
H – Head into action
E – Expect problems
A – Always point to your success
D – Daily review your progress

PLANNING & STRUCTURE
As a good leader, Moses methodically arranged the tribal camps
in the wilderness. He set the tabernacle in the center and
arranged the priest around its four sides. Then he
symmetrically distributed the Twelve Tribes around the
priests and Levites, with three tribes on each side of the four
sides.
1.
2.
3.

4.

Leaders of excellence should plan and organize as Moses
did.
Plan to plan. Give time for planning and organizing.
Determine your primary purpose. What‟s the big picture?
What are you trying to do?
Assess the situation. Understand where you are before
trying to develop a strategy.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Prioritize the needs. Make the team agree on the most
important goals.
Ask the right questions.
Set specific goals. Write goals that are
realistic, measurable, and convictional.
Clarify and communicate. Communicate links planning and
implementation.
Identify possible obstacles. Mentally walk through all you
are trying to accomplish.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Have an open system approach to your planning. Be
sympathetic to your environment.
Schedule everything you can. Get things on the calendar
and set deadlines.
Budget everything you can. Determine both the costs and
due dates of projects.
Monitor and correct, study the results. Evaluation prevents
stagnation and exaggeration.

Remember, anyone can steer the ship, but it takes a leader to
chart the course.

PRIORITIES
Leaders of excellence never leave their first love . . .


The church at Ephesus provides classic illustration of leaders
who failed to practice the Law of Priorities. Leaders can‟t
merely stay busy; they must stay busy with the right
activities.



They don‟t just do things; they do the right things.



The Ephesians‟ leaders kept their people busy (Rev. 2:3) and the
Lord commended them for their labor, but somehow they had
left their first priority, which was to love God. Their work for
God has actually distracted them from God! They had busy
hands, crowded calendars, full heads- but empty hearts.

Advice from any leader who has drifted from the top
priorities:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Reflect: Think back and remember the original vision and
goals.
Repent: Decide to change. List what you must discard and
prioritize.
Restore: Begin to restore one top priority at a time, each
week.
Recognize: Remember that God holds us accountable. He
rewards fruit, not activity.

“Efficiency”
is the foundation for
survival!
“Effectiveness”

is the foundation for
success!

Well
Done
!

The most important Ingredient of Biblical
Leadership….Integrity!
Integrity builds trust!
Integrity has high influence value!
Integrity results in a solid reputation, not
just image!
Integrity means living it myself before
leading others!
Integrity helps a leader be credible; not
just clever!
Integrity is a hard-won achievement!

